Introduction
============

Multiple endocrine neoplasia type 1 (MEN1) is a hereditary endocrine neoplasia syndrome characterised by autosomal dominant inheritance of mutations in *MENIN*, a tumour suppressor gene. Patients with MEN1 typically develop tumours or hyperplasia of multiple endocrine glands including the parathyroids, pancreas and pituitary ([@bib1], [@bib2], [@bib3]).

Over the past three decades, there has been a paradigm shift in the natural disease course of MEN1, with a reduction in the mortality associated with hormone hypersecretion due to improved surveillance and timely initiation of treatment. Currently, malignant pancreatic NETs and thymic carcinoid tumours are recognised as the most common causes of death in MEN1, respectively. Recent data estimate the mean age at death to be 55 years (±3 years) with patients having a confirmed diagnosis of MEN1 for a mean duration of 18 years (±3.2 years) prior to death ([@bib2]). As approximately 66% of patients with MEN1 die as a result of associated malignancy, screening recommendations include annual radiological and biochemical surveillance ([@bib3]). It is important to note, however, that recommended screening strategies are based on non-prospective data, and current clinical practice guidelines recommend annual surveillance by computed tomography (CT), magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) or endoscopic ultrasound (EUS) ([@bib3]). Moreover, current guidance advises that local expertise and availability determine the most appropriate imaging modality, thereby highlighting the absence of a consensus regarding the optimum mode and frequency of radiological surveillance ([@bib3]). It is suggested that thymic and bronchial NETs should be screened for with thoracic and neck CT or MRI every 1--2 years, whereas abdominal CT or MRI should be considered for surveying adrenal glands every three years, and surveillance for pituitary disease by MRI occurs at 3--5 yearly intervals ([@bib3]). Recently, the European Neuroendocrine Tumour Society (ENETS) published consensus guidance on the management of secretory and non-functioning PNETS ([@bib4]) and recommend 6--9 monthly CT or MRI for non-functioning PNETS \<2 cm; and monitoring of patients with surgically resected tumours (grade 1--2) every 3--6 months with either modality.

Recent data have demonstrated a 3-fold increase in the per capita individual radiation exposure from medical diagnostic radiation sources over the past 25 years ([@bib5]). The majority of evidence supporting ionising radiation as a carcinogen has been derived from epidemiological datasets examining long-term occupational exposure to ionising radiation or follow-up outcome data from survivors of the atomic bomb ([@bib6]). Ionising radiation can induce cellular damage, referred to as the stochastic effect, without affecting the viability, thereby contributing to carcinogenesis. The probability of tumour induction occurs in proportion to the magnitude of radiation dose exposure ([@bib6], [@bib7]). The effective dose (ED), referred to as cumulative effective dose (CED), quantifies the risk of stochastic effects resulting from exposure to ionising radiation. It has been suggested previously that an ED of 50--100 mSv is the minimum threshold required to promote the development of solid tumours and leukaemia ([@bib8]). More specifically, data derived from survivors of the atomic bomb have shown that exposure to an ED of 5--125 mSv (mean 29 mSv) significantly increases the incidence of solid tumours compared with individuals exposed to less than 5 mSv ([@bib9]). In this study, we undertook a retrospective analysis of 43 patients with MEN1 to determine the amount of ionising radiation exposure during radiological surveillance over an 8-year period and sought to calculate an estimated risk for developing secondary malignancy on the basis of the magnitude of exposure.

Methods
=======

We performed a retrospective review of medical records of 54 patients attending our institution with a confirmed clinical or genetic diagnosis of MEN1 between the years 2007 and 2015. We obtained clinical and demographic data including, age, sex and clinical phenotype. In addition, we collected data regarding all radiological investigations performed during the study period. Only radiological investigations performed as part of the clinical surveillance strategy for MEN1-associated tumours were included. For example, we did not include radiological investigations performed for an unrelated acute medical problem or other co-existing morbidity. We excluded patients that had radiological investigations performed at other institutions, to maximise the accuracy of the calculated ED. Data from 43 patients were included in the final analysis. As this was a retrospective study of radiological investigations carried out for a clinical indication, and in accordance with best clinical practice, individual patient consent to review historical, anonymised patient-level radiological data was not obtained. However, consent to review patient clinical information was approved by the Cambridge University Hospitals Foundation Trust Research Ethics Committee following ethical review of our research proposal ('The Genomic Analyses of Endocrine and Neuroendocrine tumour study'; REC 14/EE/1059).

Calculation of total effective dose of radiation and lifetime risk
------------------------------------------------------------------

To calculate the risks from radiation exposure, we undertook an audit of radiological examinations for each individual patient. The imaging datasets for each patient were found using the Picture Archiving Communication System (PACS) system, which includes details such as modality, anatomical region of imaging and protocol specific to each radiological imaging event. The majority of imaging techniques utilised were either CT or nuclear medicine modalities, and there was marked intra- and inter-individual variability with regards to the radiological protocols used ([Supplementary Table 1](http://www.endocrineconnections.org/cgi/content/full/EC-17-0006/DC1), see section on [supplementary data](#supp1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} given at the end of this article). To gain a quantitative indication of the risks from imaging during MEN1 surveillance, the effective dose (ED) was calculated. ED is the sum of tissue-weighted organ equivalent doses. Tissue weighting factors have been derived by the International Commission for Radiological Protection (ICRP), derived from data on incidence of cancers caused by radiation exposure ([@bib10]).

### Computed tomography dose estimations

The ED for each CT scan was calculated using the quoted dose--length product (DLP) for each component of the scan protocol and then converting the DLP to ED based on the conversion coefficients published by Shrimpton and coworkers ([@bib11]). The scan components were broken down into anatomical regions ([Supplementary Table 2](http://www.endocrineconnections.org/cgi/content/full/EC-17-0006/DC1)) as defined by the protocol with the appropriate conversion factor applied to each scan component. The ED for each component was then summed to estimate an overall ED for the entire scan. Lifetime risk of cancer- and age-related risk coefficients reference for each scan was calculated using the total ED and applying an age-related risk coefficient to estimate a percentage lifetime risk of cancer induction for that exposure. The risk for each individual age was estimated by assuming a linear trend between the two coefficients surrounding the patient age at exposure for each scan. However, it was found that the average risk factor was similar to the general risk coefficient of 4.1% per Sievert (Sv) for adults ([@bib11]), and this factor was used to estimate the total risks.

### Nuclear medicine dose estimations

For all patients, examination type and administered activity were recorded for all nuclear medicine scans employed in the localisation of tumours associated with MEN1 including: Tc^99^m-sestamibi, Indium-111 pentetreotide single-photon emission computed tomography (SPECT)-CT and Ga^68^-DOTATE PET/CT. The Administration of Radioactive Substances Advisory Committee (ARSAC) guidance notes were used to determine the ED for each patient by linearly extrapolating the ED per maximum permitted activity. Some patients had Ga^68^ administrations for which there are no data in the ARSAC guidance notes, and for those patients, the ED per MBq was derived from data reported previously by Hartmann and coworkers ([@bib12]). The ED for each patient was estimated by summating the individual effective doses from all radiological examinations. The total risk was calculated as described for CT using the general risk coefficient of 4.1% per Sievert.

Statistical analysis
--------------------

We performed all statistical tests with SPSS, version 21.0. Summary statistics calculated included mean and standard deviations for continuous variables and frequencies and percentages for categorical variables. A multiple regression model was used to analyse an association between multiple association variables and the outcome variable of effective dose (ED), and a Mann--Whitney *U* test was used to compare the means of two distinct patient cohorts.

Results
=======

Demographics
------------

Of the 43 patients included in our study, 20 were male and the mean age of the cohort was 52.5 years (22--75 years). The mean duration of disease at the time of review was 14.38 years (2--31 years). Five kindreds were included in the 43 patients analysed in this study ([Supplementary Table 1](http://www.endocrineconnections.org/cgi/content/full/EC-17-0006/DC1)). In kindred 2, with a detected frameshift mutation in *MENIN* (c.1414delG, p.G472A fs\*87), patient \#2 was the proband and patients \#12 and \#13 were diagnosed following predictive genetic testing. In a second kindred (kindred 3), with a confirmed *MENIN* mutation (c.824G \> A and p.R257K), patient \#3 was the index case and patients \#4, 6, 7 and 15 were diagnosed as a result of familial genetic screening. There was insufficient evidence available to ascertain whether members of the remaining three kindreds were diagnosed as part of a family-screening programme or due to a suggestive clinical phenotype.

Clinical characteristics of patient cohort
------------------------------------------

The clinical features of the cohort are described in [Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} and [Supplementary Table 1](http://www.endocrineconnections.org/cgi/content/full/EC-17-0006/DC1). 97.7% of patients had hyperparathyroidism (*n* = 42), 76.7% (*n* = 33) had a PNET, of which 54.5% (*n* = 18/32) were non-functioning and 45.5% (*n* = 15/33) were secretory. Gastrinomas accounted for the majority of secretory PNETs (39.4%, 13/33). Pituitary adenomas were present in 27.9% (*n* = 12/43), including 1 (2.3%) patient with an ACTH-secreting microadenoma and 18.6% (*n* = 8/43) with a prolactin-secreting adenoma. The remaining pituitary adenomas were non-functioning (*n* = 3/43). Figure 1Clinical phenotype of patients. (A) Demonstrates the MEN1 phenotype observed in this study cohort. (B) Displays the subtypes of pancreatic NETs. (C) Illustrates the neuroendocrine tumour subtypes observed in this study. (D) Demonstrates the spectrum of *MENIN* mutations identified in this study population.

Less common clinical manifestations included gastric NETs in 7% of patients (*n* = 3), bronchial NET in 9.3% (*n* = 4), thymic NET in 2.3% (*n* = 1), thyroid NET in 2.3% (*n* = 1), adrenal adenomas in 11.6% (*n* = 5) and adrenocortical carcinoma in 2.3% (*n* = 1). A diagnosis of metastatic disease from all-cause NET was made in 30.2% of patients (*n* = 13/43) with the liver being the most common site for distant metastases. Gastrinomas were the most common NET to metastasise in this cohort with 18.6% (8/43) identified with metastatic disease during the study period.

Genetic confirmation of the specific *MENIN* gene mutations was available for 33/43 patients (76.7%). The following mutations were identified: frameshift (45.5%, *n* = 15), nonsense (12.1%, *n* = 4), missense (30.3%; *n* = 10) and splice site (12.1%; *n* = 4). One patient died during the study period. No patients developed a 'non-MEN1'-recognised tumour or haematological malignancy during the study period.

Radiation exposure
------------------

The mean effective dose (ED) calculated for radiation exposure from CT imaging or surveillance alone was 109 mSv, and the mean overall ED, including nuclear imaging modalities, was 121 mSv. The maximum ED observed was 613 mSv ([Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} and [Tables 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}, [2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}, [3](#tbl3){ref-type="table"}). A mean percentage lifetime risk of cancer secondary to radiation exposure was calculated for this cohort over the eight-year study period. Over this interval, the mean percentage lifetime risk of developing a secondary malignancy was 0.49%. In one individual, the maximum additional lifetime risk of a cancer related to radiation exposure observed was 2.51%. Figure 2Mean effective dose (ED) per individual patient. Table 1Calculated mean effective dose (ED) and percentage lifetime risk for cohort categorised by the presence of NET.Patient \#**Mean effective dose** (mSV)**Mean % lifetime risk**\#151.80.21\#891.00.37\#1091.30.37\#1430.40.12\#180.30.00\#1932.10.13\#20194.40.80\#23155.70.64\#2462.00.25\#25124.50.51\#26100.70.41\#273.50.01\#299.90.04\#30168.80.69\#3147.50.19\#32150.30.62\#3423.20.10\#356.20.03\#3952.90.22\#40228.70.94\#4321.00.09 Table 2Calculated mean effective dose (ED) and percentage lifetime risk for cohort categorised by metastatic NET.Patient**Mean effective dose** (mSV)**Mean % lifetime risk**\#2335.61.38\#3286.91.18\#4350.81.44\#6245.61.01\#7130.80.54\#9269.11.10\#157.70.03\#1776.70.31\#22613.32.51\#3370.40.29\#37581.92.39\#3884.10.34\#4146.40.19 Table 3Calculated mean effective dose (ED) and percentage lifetime risk for cohort categorised by no NET.Patient**Mean effective dose** (mSV)**Mean % lifetime risk**\#555.80.23\#1136.70.15\#1225.20.10\#1368.00.28\#1654.50.22\#2130.30.12\#2884.20.35\#3662.10.25\#4228.40.12

Factors associated with high radiation exposure
-----------------------------------------------

The mean ED for patients with metastatic disease was 227.8 mSV (median 188.2) vs 141.6 mSV (median 58.3) for patients without metastatic disease. Statistically, the ED was significantly higher in patients with metastatic disease compared with patients without metastases (*Z*-score-3.05, *P* \< 0.0022). ED was not significantly higher in patients with PNETs compared to those subjects without PNETS (*Z*-score 1.1, *P* = 0.27). The mean ED in patients with a functioning PNET versus patients with a non-functioning PNET was 191.7 mSV (median 155.7) vs 98.5 mSV (median 76.7), but this did not reach statistical significance (*Z*-score −1.56, *P* = 0.058). No significant difference in ED values was detected for patients with pituitary disease, bronchial, gastric or thymic NETs. Finally, we found no significant difference in ED between patients with a specific mutation in the *MENIN* gene (*Z*-score: −1.11, *P* = 0.267).

Discussion
==========

This is the first study to investigate the ED of ionising radiation received by a cohort of MEN1 patients. In patients with radiation exposure over a protracted period, an estimated threshold of 50--100 mSv has been associated with a significantly increased risk of developing secondary solid tumours and/or leukaemia, based on available epidemiological data ([@bib8]). A mean ED of 121 mSv was observed in this cohort and 65.1% (28/43) of our cohort had a mean ED \>50 mSv, with 35% (15/43) having a mean ED \>100 mSv ([Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} and [Tables 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}, [2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}, [3](#tbl3){ref-type="table"}). The ED reported for patients in this study is based on an eight-year study period. Ito and coworkers ([@bib2]) reported that patients with MEN1 had a mean duration of diagnosis of 18 years prior to death. This suggests that, on average, patients included in our study will have ten additional years of radiological surveillance and, therefore, increased lifetime radiation exposure over that reported in this study. The maximum individual mean ED was 613 mSv, calculated in a 45-year-old gentleman with metastatic gastric carcinoid who was undergoing biannual surveillance CT examinations to assess for disease progression. We also found that metastatic disease and the presence of functioning PNETs were associated with significantly higher mean ED levels, reflecting adoption of a more aggressive surveillance strategy for these patients. The rationale for an aggressive surveillance approach is based on the presumption that early pre-symptomatic detection of neoplasia associated with MEN1 may reduce the associated mortality ([@bib3]). However, currently, there are no data to support the notion that more aggressive radiological surveillance leads to improved survival outcomes for this patient cohort, and further prospective data are required.

It has been estimated that exposure to ionising radiation for diagnostic purposes may account for 2% of all cancers worldwide ([@bib13]). The ED in other patient groups requiring long-term radiological follow-up has been reported previously. For example, Chatu and coworkers ([@bib6]) undertook a systematic review to investigate the ED received by over 1700 patients with inflammatory bowel disease and found that 8.4% of subjects had an ED exposure greater than 50 mSv, which is substantially less than the 65.1% of subjects with ED greater than 50 mSv in our study. Similarly, in dialysis patients awaiting renal transplant, De Mauri and coworkers found that 43% of patients had an ED of \>50 mSv per year ([@bib14]).

The effect of repeated exposure to diagnostic doses of ionising radiation in patients with a pre-existing cancer susceptibility syndrome has not been well studied. There is evidence to suggest that patients with mutations in genes involved in DNA repair or tumour suppression may be more sensitive to the effects of therapeutic radiation ([@bib15]). Therefore, there is a theoretical risk, at least, that linear, repeated exposure to ionising radiation in patients with a hereditary defect in a tumour suppressor gene, such as *MENIN*, increases the oncogenic risk.

The Menin protein interacts with several binding partners, which play integral roles in gene transcription, gene stability and cellular division ([@bib16], [@bib17]). Recently, Albers and coworkers identified a genotype--phenotype correlation between mutations in *MENIN* affecting codons 428--610, and the development of functional PNETS, aggressive or metastatic PNETs and mortality associated with PNETS ([@bib16]). A possible explanation for these findings is that mutations affecting these codons prevented a functional interaction with CHES1, a fork-head transcription factor that functions as a checkpoint suppressor and is activated in response to DNA damage ([@bib18]). As CHES1 plays an important role in gene transcription and DNA repair, it was hypothesised that loss of interaction with CHES1 may result in uncontrolled cell division and a more aggressive phenotype ([@bib18]). In addition, loss of the CHES1 interaction may also potentiate the effects of radiation exposure, as the *in vitro* interaction of Menin with CHES1 has been demonstrated to be important for the homology-directed repair of DNA damage ([@bib19]). In our study, although 14% (*n* = 6) of subjects were found to have mutations affecting codons 428--610, these specific patients were not subjected to higher ED and did not demonstrate increased risk of malignant disease (data not shown). Nevertheless, it is recognised that the consequences of *MENIN* mutations are likely to disrupt protein interactions that are critical to cell cycle regulation. We found, in agreement with other studies ([@bib17]), that the most common type of mutation in MEN1 are frameshift mutations, which result in a truncated protein that may affect protein--protein interactions and/or result in nonsense-mediated RNA decay of the translated protein ([@bib20]).

It is notable that two patients were found to have breast cancer, which may be a MEN1-related tumour ([@bib21]), but no other solid tumours or haematological malignancies not normally associated with MEN1 were identified. Although it is appreciated that probability of tumour induction increases in a linear fashion ([@bib11]) in proportion to radiation dose, the interval required for tumour induction is not well understood. Therefore, the discordance between the high mean ED identified in this cohort and the lack of secondary tumour induction, may be accounted for by the relatively short review period of this study (8 years).

We recognise the limitations of this study that include retrospective design, short study period, exclusion of radiological investigations performed at other institutions (which would underestimate ED) and incomplete data regarding mutational status for 11 patients. In future, prospective studies with long follow-up will be required to determine the true effect of linear radiation exposure on the risk of secondary malignancy in patients with MEN1.

The optimal radiological surveillance strategy in MEN1 remains unclear. Cross-sectional imaging is important for early detection and subsequent treatment of neuroendocrine tumours in patients with MEN1. The results reported from this study serve as a reminder of the risks associated with cumulative exposure to ionising radiation during long-term radiological follow-up. We observed a mean cohort ED of 121 mSv over an 8-year study period, which far exceeds levels of radiation exposure deemed safe. Whether this exposure poses significant clinical risk requires further study. Nevertheless, our findings should be considered in the context of future radiological surveillance protocols developed for inherited tumour syndromes including those related to multiple endocrine neoplasia, succinate dehydrogenase gene mutations (*SDH*) and Von Hipple--Lindau (*VHL*) disease.

Although there are limited data on the effect of radiation exposure in hereditary cancer syndromes, we suggest that a multi-modality approach utilising CT/MRI/EUS should be adopted in a MEN1 cohort to minimise the radiation exposure and associated effects. More prospective data are required to establish the risks of developing malignancy related to radiation exposure, to tailor bespoke screening programmes. Ongoing prospective collection of data will also establish whether genotype--phenotype correlations exist and guide tailored radiological surveillance. Furthermore, our study highlights the need for further investigation of the cellular, biological effects of radiation in patient cohorts with known hereditary tumour susceptibility. In conclusion, we recommend better consideration of risks of radiation dose when managing patients with hereditary neoplasia syndromes.
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